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Presentation Notes
Good morning or afternoon depending on your location and Welcome to our first “Wisdom Wednesday” presentation. My name is Mark Lahan.  I am a Training Specialist with the Pay and Personnel Center’s Procedures and Development Branch. 
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The PPC P&D staff….read names.Joining us today are…..Other members of the P&D who are working other projects…….And me……
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Presentation Notes
Also with us this are members of the Military Accounts Support Branch also know as MAS…..(read names)They are the EXPERTS and will be here to answer any questions you may have regarding Pay Calculations.  



Understanding 
 

 PAY CALCULATIONS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today we are going to begin our journey through Pay Calculations in Direct Access.  This will be the first of several Pay Calculations presentations.  We hope that this and future presentations will help you better understand pay calculations, we will cover how to use it along with some how and why it functions!During the presentations if you have technical issues please use the chat box, otherwise you hold your question to the end and MAS will then get on the microphone and answer questions directly.You will also notice a Files box just below that, where we have listed this presentation as well as the Viewing Pay Processing Shortcuts user guide available for downloading.  Both will also be posted on the PPC (P&D) web page along with the recording of this presentation.
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Presentation Notes
Some important references for today’s session…. (click) Always your go-to reference is the PPC P&D user guides(click)  and for this topic is the View Pay Processing Shortcuts user guide, (click) And of course the PPC Knowledge base.
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The Viewing Pay Processing Shortcuts user guide is located in the SPO Pay and Allowances section on the PPC web page along with the link to the PPC Knowledge base, here you will find information and links to answer almost any questions you may have about pay and allowances.



Pay Calc Results 
• Calculates Members Pay 
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• Counseling Members 
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(click) Pay Calculations Results display a member’s pay for any given pay calendar.  It is important to you because the data you see, is a direct product of pay transactions submitted by SPOs.  (click) Every Coast Guard member’s pay is re-calculated every night using the data input that day by the SPO with exception of Thursday. Thursday night is when Direct Access system upgrades and maintenance are performed. (click) Pay Calculations is an AMAZING tool, if checked the day following a transaction, it will tell you if the transaction you approved for a member processed correctly and how it affected their pay for that pay period!  This allows verification and correction to transactions if needed, in real time prior to finalization, unlike the legacy payroll system, JUMPS, which only performed this function twice per month.(click) These nightly updates allow P&A offices to counsel member’s about their pay with the most current information.  Now we will learn how to use and interpret what you see in Pay Calcs!



IMPORTANT 
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Presentation Notes
One of the most important things to remember…  (click) ONCE A PAY CALENDAR IS FINALIZED, any pay transaction inputs or corrections made by a SPO or anyone else will not change the Pay Calculation Results for that pay calendar.  After finalization, documentation is submitted to U.S. Treasury for payroll processing to a members banking institution.  Any transaction submitted after a finalization will be processed as a retro-active adjustment on a future pay calendar.



2019 Mid-Month & End Month  
Pay Calendars 
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Presentation Notes
PPC publishes an ALSPO with the pay calendar, periods and finalization dates which is also posted on MAS’s webpage.(click) Direct Access finalizes payroll once per pay calendar also known as pay period, as an example 1-15 April and 16-30 April.  Finalizing the pay calendar means that the Pay Calculation Results earnings and deductions that were present on the day of finalize are closed out and this is what the member will receive on payday.However, any day prior to finalization, if you input a transaction incorrectly and after checking pay calculations you find it is incorrect, you can correct or adjust your transaction and you will see Pay Calculations adjust accordingly the next day.  What the member will receive for that pay period can be adjusted ANY TIME prior to finalization.  So it is VERY IMPORTANT for you to review a members Pay Calcs to ensure a member will be paid accurately.Please note Finalization is always several days prior to the end of the period.(click) as you can see the mid month May period ends on the 15th of May, (click) but finalization takes place on the 10th of May.



Correction After Finalization 
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Presentation Notes
In this example, the member was reported aboard to their new Permanent Duty Station which generated a new inactive BAH row, creating a debt based on the timing of the transaction.  If the SPO corrects this by making the row active and recalculates prior to finalization it will either erase or offset the debt, depending on the members situation.  In this example the member does not have an active BAH row, which created the debt and the BAH is currently not running.     However, if the SPO does NOT correct the inactive BAH transaction prior to finalization.  Direct Access will build an in-service (ISD) debt in EABP to collect $1833.30.  As seen in this screen shot, once the debt goes through finalization. It MUST be re-paid by the member.      If the inactive BAH row is corrected, after finalization, the correction will NOT erase the debt.  Instead it will credit the BAH amount on the next pay calendar. The member will have to use this credit amount to pay off the debt.



Pay  Calculations 
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Presentation Notes
OK, now let’s get started…(click) From the Pay Processing Shortcuts pagelet, you will click the Pay Calculations Results link.



Pay  Calculations 
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Presentation Notes
(click) Enter the members Employee Identification number(click) You can enter a specific Calendar Group Identification if known.  We will talk about Calendar Groups on the next slide.(click) Then click the Search button.
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Presentation Notes
If you entered C1, for Coast Guard and “19” for Calendar Year then clicked the Search button, your results would be only the calendars for 2019, remember calendar year and the fiscal year are not the same thing.  Narrowing the search will allow faster processing of your results.
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If you do not enter a specific Calendar Group, all calendars up to the archive period, currently 15th of August 2015 will be display.  If you entered a specific Calendar Group, only that calendar will display.(click) Lets break down the Calendar Group ID:The C1 is for Coast Guard and is the same for all CG members.The next two digits are the Calendar Year, in this example 19 is for calendar year 2019The next two digits is the month, in this example 04 is for the month of AprilThe last digit will be a 0 (zero) for mid-month calendar and a 1 would indicate an end month calendar.So the selected Calendar Group “C119041 would be selected if you wanted to look at Pay Calculations Results for the end-month April pay period, which is the 16th of April to the 30th of April 2019 with a payment date of the 1st of May.You would select the Calendar Group you wish to view.



Pay  Calculations 
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In this case we chose the Calendar Group for end-month April 2019. (click) The first tab is the Calendar Group Results.  This tab is used to consolidate information from different Direct Access locations and pay transactions for a given pay calendar. (click) If you roll your curser over the member’s name, the system will display the member’s name, employee ID number and their permanent unit.(click) Make note of the number of rows on the Segment Information by Calendar Group.  If there are more than 2 rows on a mid-month or 3 rows on an end-month calendar, retro adjustments occurred on this calendar.  Retro adjustments could have occurred either through SPO transactions or PPC manual interventions.(click) In the Additional Results Pages section, you can click on the:(click) Absence Data link which will list any leave taken during this pay calendar.(click) The Positive Input – Payroll link which is generally used to identify IDT drill dates for Reservists.(click) The Retro Calculation Deltas link which is generally used to identify delayed payments to active or reserve members for previous pay calendars.(click) Now clicking on the “Earnings and Deductions” tab.
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(click) The Earnings and Deductions tab will be your “bread and butter”.  This is the tab you will primarily use when working Pay Calculations.(click) The first tab on a members Earnings and Deductions tab is the Element Results.Element Results shows you a member’s earnings and deductions for the pay calendar selected.  (click) Very IMPORTANT, once you click on the Earnings and Deductions tab, IMMEDIATELY go to the “Calendar Information” numbered arrows and click “Last”.  This will get you to the most current pay calendar, this is very helpful in the event the members several issues across multiple calendars.(click) In this example, the most current calendar is the end-month April 2019 pay calendar, listed as CGACT2019M 04E (click) The members earning will display at the top.  This includes all “Earnings” or credits to the member’s pay for that pay period.(click) The member’s deductions will display under the earnings.  “Deductions” include all debits from the member’s pay.(click) If you add all the “Earnings” together, they will equal the “Gross Result Value” at the top of the page, in this example it is $2823.07.  If you then subtract all the “Deductions” from the “Gross Result Value” you will get the “Net Result Value”.  (click) You will see MEDICARE and OASDI. OASDI is Old Age, Survivors, and Disability Program otherwise know as Social Security. Both MEDICARE and OASDI deductions are shown twice for the same amounts.  (click) The EE is the employee contribution and the (click) ER is the employer contributions.  So only deduct once for each amount, if trying to obtain Net Result Value.(click) As a note, members enrolled in BRS, depending on their status and in accordance with law, agency and matching contributions will reflect as a deduction in Pay Calcs, however does not factor in the Net Result Value.
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(click) The next tab is the Components tab.  This will be a simplified list of a members earnings and deductions.  It does not include the long description or the pay period dates.
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(click) Next is the Retro Adjustments tab.  This tab is EXTREMELY useful because it will list any earnings or deductions that affect this calendar’s payment, based on transactions approved with effective dates prior to the current pay calendar.(click) On this members end of month April calendar, there are no retro-active adjustments.  



Element Type Positive Amount Negative Amount 

Earnings Amount  Paid to member  (ex. DELTA BAH $2706.30 Amt deducted from member (ex. DELTA BAH-$2706.30 

Deductions Amt deducted from member (ex. FSGLI $7.50) Amt paid to member (ex. FSGLI $7.50) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(click) Here are pay adjustment showing on the Retro Adjustment tab.  Retro Adjustments are easily identifiable by the Element Name beginning with DELTA.As an example, the pay calendar we are looking at is for End of Month April.  If you approved a BAH, OCONUS COLA and OHA transactions with an effective dates prior to End of Month April, for example 5th of January to the 28th of February that credit would appear in the retro adjustments tab ONLY and credit the member’s pay on this pay calendar.  It is a good practice when reviewing Pay Calculations to ALWAYS navigate to the Retro Adjustments Tab.  This will make sure that you are able to review all Earnings and Deductions for this pay calendar and any retro pay that processed affecting this calendar.(click) Click on the Adjustment Details link to see specific details for the calculations. We will cover Adjustment Details in a future presentation.
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(click) The next tab over is the Deduction Arrears tab.  (click) If there are any deduction arrears, the information would display in these columns.  For active duty members there is usually no entries in the Deduction Arrears.
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(click) The Deduction Arrears tab is mostly used to identify Reserve members who haven’t drilled and as a result have not earned or received pay and their SGLI premiums are still being deducted. It can also be used to show members that had SGLI Arrears and are paying it back. For example, this Member did not drill this pay period, SGLI and TSGLI premiums were deducted and added to arrears.  If  the member subsequently earns pay, all premiums will be collected from the current pay calendar.
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(click) The last tab in the Earnings and Deductions section is the User Fields and contains information we will cover in future presentations. 
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(click) The next tab is Accumulators. An accumulator is a list of total value: wages, deductions, debts or leave for a specific period of time.  (click) There maybe a large number of rows depending on the member.(click) The first to be displayed are called Segments.  A segment is a value for a specific pay calendar.  In this example the Segment would list values for the period of 16 April to 30 April of 2019.There is information on this tab that generates lots of questions…specifically AC DEBT, Garnishments, tax levy’s etc.  These fields are system calculated amounts for IF and WHEN a member has one of these deductions.   These calculated amounts are programmed into Direct Access based on standard formulas.  (click) For example, IF this member had in service debt, repayment would be 15% of the calculated disposable income.  Prior to Direct Access, SPO’s had to manually calculate the disposable pay.
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(click) if you where to keep scrolling down you will see the Calendar Period. A calendar period is defined the same as a segment period.  Just like the in service debt example we just talked  about, IF a member requested Advance Pay, a bi-monthly estimate would be $1457.03, which would be $2914.06 for one months advance pay.  Repayment is based on number of months requested for repayment.(click) Next will be Month to Date deductions for each pay calendar.
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(click) still scrolling down we arrive at Year to Date.  A Year to Date period is the 1st of January through the 31st of December, regardless of the current pay period.  (click) In this example, the member has OASDI contributions in the amount of $960.95 so far this year.Some of the data contained in the Year to Date fields, is used in preparing the end of year W-2 documents.
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(click)  Scrolling all the way down the bottom of the page are the Custom Periods.  A custom period is defined as a Coast Guard required value or function not recorded elsewhere in Direct Access.  (click) In this example, the member has a CG AC Debt Deduction of $14.90 this pay period and the amount shown in this field will increase until paid off.  The deduction amount may differ from pay period to pay period based on the calculated disposable pay for each pay period.  After completion of the repayment, the AC Debt will remain in the Custom Period and will show the original amount of the debt.(click) You can see the member’s Montgomery GI Bill Balance.(click) This is the BEST place to view a member’s CURRENT leave balance, provided all leave has processed in Direct Access.  The leave balance accrues the 2.5 days of leave earned when the end of month pay calendar is opened.(click) IF a Reservist has submitted prepayment to PPC for SGLI, FSGLI and TSGLI, it will be recorded in the Custom Period.  This allows a Reservist to keep their SGLI premiums current during a non-drilling period.  If a reservist drills, the deductions will be taken from the current earned pay and the balance of the prepayment will remain. If the member wants a refund of any remaining credit of SGLI advance payments they must submit a request to PPC.(click) Why are all the from dates January 1st 2004 because that was the default when the program was written and it cannot be changed.
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(click) Within the Accumulators tab there is a User Keys tab.   (click) User Keys tab has specific fields tied to specific accumulator elements.  This tab is primarily used to identify a members state tax election.  (click) if you click on the Expand all Columns link, this is where you can see specific information used for researching in-service debts.(click) This is also where you can find the CG Tax Identification number used on your W-2 forms.
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(click) In this example, the member is having NY state tax deductions.   The deductions would appear on the User Keys tab, in the Calendar Period and Year to Date sections.
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(click) The last tab in the Pay Calculations is the Supporting Elements tab.  This tab is mostly used to show background information and programming.



PPC-PF-PD@USCG.MIL 
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Presentation Notes
Our presentation is complete hopefully it was of use, if you have any questions, MAS is on line and are available to answer questions.  Or you can submit question to the e-mail address shown.
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